Val motions to open at 7:08

Representatives for MSO related Meetings

- President’s Roundtable:
  - Monthly meetings
- SG Meetings/Steering:
  - Microbead ban on campus
  - Paul got a polo
  - Robin thicke resolution/Pearson Resolutions
  - Steering committee push for trying to reach out to university arenas to understand the situation, will update when SG reconveins.
- Finance Meetings
  - Nobody went ~surprise~ Ginda will be going in the future/this week.
- Deaf Advocacy
  - Not much happened, Max gave updates on his work. Some newbies showed up, might help Max.
- Q Senate
  - Nicole Howley (Chair of housing committee) presented on status.
  - Talked about Thicke
  - TDOR Tangent/Q center coordinating events for it that are empowering for the Trans community. Plus the rock.
  - Val will contact Tigress about being involved in TDOR
  - NELGBTB in Stonybrook - Sponsor students, we should have a workshop there. A space might be interested in doing something, more info to come.
- Technical Advisory meeting
  - They met, see SG about pearson software. *thumbs up*

Newsletter (10/21)

• Door Decorations/OUTspoken office ad
• Paul - Talk to Andrew about… T-shirt and flyer stuff for ritGA’s newsletter, contact rules etc. ritGA may need future help with artistic
• Asexuality week, collab at ritGA with A-space. Pumpkin painting too.
• Paul - Housing Survey from Nicole.
• SG is talking about the Robin Thicke petitions Friday 1-3 anybody can come if they wish to observe and contribute to the discussion.

ImageOUT
• More movies this past weekend
• Under budget - wooo

Religious Event:
• Val reached out to contact about the events. Val started a new evangelical group on the 8th day. Mythbusters event about the queer community and religious community. Maybe some set up myths to discuss in small groups. Liked the idea of combining greymatter in this event or another. All good in Jesus’s hood. Val will meet again with him and other religious peeps this week. Ray will be there and Ray.

Max emails :
• 2 emails flopped. 1 to health services and an out of office reply. email about the logo. Sarah Griffith auto email.
• Year 1 curriculum person replied. Would like to meet over lunch. Max will try to coordinate a Wednesday Oct 28th. gig.
• Val will prep some questions.

T-shirts:
• Ray sent out the updated logo. We like. Val got owned. Max emails and t-shirts should of been combined.

Open Meeting from Sept:
• Tabled

Queer Health Series:
• Paul reached out to Nicole Howley and Charon about alcohol abuse/consent event, will work on cool ideas to engage the community.

Ray’s Door/Dec:
• Ray looked into staples for prints for a sign, also office max. Ray will send the info to Taryn for approval and EAF and buying things and Ray will measure stuff with rulers and come up with the sign and we will get him supplies for decorating like a ruler and windex so Ray doesn’t have to wander for days looking for a cleaning product. Taryn believes we can afford a ruler but needs to check the budget. Val encourages Ray to do that when he has nothing else to do. Val expressed interest for the power strip and we should bundle it for shipping discounts. Ray will decide whether to do front and back and then we will have to spend more money but we only really need one side Val says ray should use his creative squiggles

VP:
• Ginda will rule with an iron fist over her e-board minions and hound them to do everything that they need to do this week. (Jk she’s really nice but she will probably shank you if you don’t listen).

Bye Felicia
Meeting ended at 8:09